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SYSTEM INSTALLATION CHECKLIST FOR  IMCI  USE ONLY
SMALL CRAFT - FIRE PROTECTION   Report No.:
Ref.: ISO 9094:2015

Manufacturer:
Signatory, Name:
Signatory, Title:
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Boat Model Name:
Boat Model Year:

Compliant:
Not applicable:

Follow up on variation report:

Subject to check Clause Checked?
1 Cooking and heating appliances suitable for use in marine environment. 4.1.1

2 Appliance installed according to manufacturer instructions; secured against accidential or unintended 
movement. 4.1.1

3 Gimballed appliances include a retaining mechanism. 4.1.1
4 If appliances with flues are installed they shall be:   --  --  --  --  
5 - installed in according to manufacturer's instructions; 4.1.2
6 - routed directly to the open air so that no exhaust gases can enter the interior of the craft; 4.1.2

7 - insulated or shielded in accordance with 4.2.3.1 where necessary to avoid overheating or damage
to adjacent material or to the structure of the craft. 4.1.2

8 Permanently installed tanks and supply lines using fuel which is liquid at atmosheric pressure shall meet 
the applicable requirements of ISO 21487, ISO 14895 and ISO 10088. 4.1.3

9 In addition:   --  --  --  --  
10 - permanently installed fuel tanks shall be installed outside Zone II according to Figure 1; 4.1.3

11 - filler openings for tanks shall be prominently identified to indicate the type of fuel to be used with the 
system; 4.1.3

12 - have a readily accessible shut-off valve as defined per 4.1.3, unless covered by ISO 14895. 4.1.3

13
In the vincinity of open flame device within the ranges as defined in Figure 1, materials and finishes 
comply with 4.2.2. taking into account the movement of the burner up to a heel angle of 20° for monohull 
sailingboats and 10° for monohull motorboats & multihull, where gimballed stoves are fitted.

4.2.1

14 Free hanging curtains or other fabrics adjacent to open flame devices shall not be fitted in Zone
I and Zone II according to Figure 1. 4.2.2

15
Exposed materials adjacent to open flame devices installed in Zone I and Zone II shall not support 
combustion and accordingly shall have an oxygen index (OI) of at least 21 according to ISO 4589-3 at an 
ambient temperature of 60°C, or be tested as meeting an equivalent standard.

4.2.2

16

Exposed materials adjacent to open flame devices installed in Zone I and Zone II shall be thermally 
insulated from the supporting structure to prevent combustion of the supporting structure, if the surface 
temperature exceeds 80°C during the fire test described in Annex A.
Thermal insulation may be achieved by an air gap or the used of a suitable material.

4.2.2

17

If the surface of a radiated heat device can exceed 85° C, combustible materials adjecent to radiated 
heat devices and other appliances shall be thermally insulated to ensure that the surface temperature of 
the combustible material does not exceed 85°C with the appliance operating at its maximum nominal 
output.

4.2.3

18 The thermal insulation may be achieved by an air gap a radiation shielding surface or suitable material. 
Shielded surfaces shall use non-combustiable materials or similar. 4.2.3

19 If the appliance has been temperature tested as per EN 12815, EN 13240 or UL 1100, the appliance 
instructions may be followed to meet protection from the radiated heat device. 4.2.3

yes or 
n.a.
Rpt or X

Please use following indication to fill-in the checklist:
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Manufacturer:  
Boat Model Name:  
Boat Model Year:  

Subject to check Clause Checked?
20 If solid fuel appliance, following requirements under clause 4.2.4 are fullfilled:

21

- Appliance stands on and is secured to a hearth, designed and constructed of suitable robust non-
combustion material, supporting the weight of the appliance and preventing iginition of the floor coverings. If 
the appliance has been temperature tested as per EN 12815, EN 13240 or UL 1100, the appliance 
instructions may be followed to meet protection from the radiated heat device.

4.2.4.1

22
- The distance of combustible fixtures, fittings or furniture other than flooring and its covering shall not be 
less from solid fuel appliance then specified by the manufacturer or, if no distance is specified, within 600 
mm of the closest point to the appliance.

4.2.4.2

23
- Free-hanging combustible material, such as curtains or blinds adjacent to solid fuel appliance shall be 
fitted not less than the minimum distance specified by the manufacturer or, if no distance is specified, not 
within 600 mm of the closest point to the appliance and any uninsulated flue pipe.

4.2.4.3

24 If electrical appliance, following requirements under clause 4.2.4 are fullfilled:   --  --  --  --  

25 - Free hanging curtains or other fabrics adjacent to electrical cooking hobs shall not be fitted in Zone I 
according to Figure 1.

4.2.5.1

26 - Electrical heating appliances shall not be fitted with an element so exposed that clothing, curtains, or other 
similar materials can be scorched or set on fire by heat from the element.

4.2.5.2

27 Engine compartment insulation materials shall present a non-fuel absorbent surface towards the engine and 
and do not support combustion (OI at least 21 or test to equivalent standard).

4.3.1.1

28 Permanently installed fuel tanks shall comply with ISO 21487 and ISO 10088. 4.3.2.1

29 Bilge and other spaces that can contain petrol and diesel shall be accessible for cleaning and must have a 
non-fuel absorbent floor surface.

4.3.1.3

30
If a non-metallic component or flexible hose is part of a water-cooled exhaust system, a means to indicate a 
loss of cooling water obvious from steering position to prevent a failure shall be provided. A temperature or 
flow alarm may suffice.

4.3.1.4

31 The engine manufacturer's specific system recommendations have been followed when existing. 4.3.1.4

32 Petrol compartments: fixed engine & permanently installed fuel tanks: are separated from habitable space; 
and are ignition protected according to ISO 8846; and are ventilated according to ISO 11105. 4.3.2.4

33

Petrol engine and/or permanently installed petrol fuel tank compartments are separated from habitable 
spaces by fulfilling following requirements:
- boundaries are continuously sealed;
- penetrations for cables, piping etc. are closed by fittings, seals and/or sealants;
- access openings (doors, hatches etc.) can be secured to minimize the flow of vapours in the closed 
position.

4.3.2.1

34 Petrol engine and/or permanently installed petrol fuel tank compartments: all electrical equipment shall be 
ignition protected as specified in 4.6.

4.3.2.2

35 Petrol engine and/or permanently installed petrol fuel tank compartments shall be ventilated according to 
ISO 11105.

4.3.2.3

36 Petrol tanks shall be insulated from the engine or other heat source by either:   --  --  --  --  

37 a) a physical barrier between tank and engine, engine-mounted components including fuel and water supply 
lines and any source of heat.

4.3.2.4

38

b) an air gap to prevent contact between the tank and engine, engine-mounted components and any source 
of heat. The gap must be wide enough to allow for servicing the engine and related components. The air gap 
is at least:
- 100 mm between petrol engine and fuel tank;
- 250 mm between dry exhaust and fuel tank.

4.3.2.4

39

Compartments containing portable petrol engine equipment and portable petrol tanks or container shall 
meet: 4.3.1.3 for bilge cleaning, 4.3.2.1 for separation of habitable space, 4.3.2.2 for ignition protection and 
clause 5 of ISO 11105:1997.
This requirements includes spaces used for storage of OB-motors, portable generators with integral petrol 
tanks and garage spaces for PWC's.

4.3.3

40 The requirements of following ISO Standards must be meet, if applicable: ISO 10133, ISO 13297, IEC 
60092-507, ISO 16315.

4.4

compliant: yes or                     not applicable: n.a.                    follow up on variation report: Rpt or X
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Manufacturer:  
Boat Model Name:  
Boat Model Year:  

Subject to check Clause Checked?
41 Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) systems   --  --  --  --  

42 LPG system is not installed in engine compartments unless the location is in accordance to manufacturer 
recommendations. 4.5.1

43 The clearance of LPG cylinders, pressure regulator device and safety device is at least 250 mm to any 
dry exhaust and/or other heat source unless a thermal barrier is provided. 4.5.1

44 LPG system complies with:  ISO 10239 for non-propulsion systems and for self-contained LPG 
appliances;

4.5.2
4.5.4

45 LPG system complies with: EN 15609 if used for propulsion systems. 4.5.3

46
Ignition protection items that comply to ISO 8846 are installed in compartments, housing or lockers that 
contain petrol engines, petrol fuel tanks, petrol fuel line fittings and/or LPG cylinders or fittings, except 
connections in accommodation near the appliance.

4.6

47 Decklights that may provide a focal point: exposed materials within 300 below such a decklight shall be 
fireproof like ceramics, metal etc. 4.7

48 Fire detection   --  --  --  --  

49 Craft with more than one habitable space have a means to alert occupants to the outbreak of fire. Shower 
and toilet compartments are not included as an additional habitable space. 5

50

The fire detection device (e.g. smoke or heat detector) shall fulfill following:
- constructed according to international standards;
- suitable for the space it is monitoring;
- provide an audiable alarm;
- be connected to on-board electric or be independenly powered.

5

51 Fire escape routes and fire exits   --  --  --  --  

52 Habitable spaces are fitted at least with one fire escape route leading to the open air or to the next 
habitable space, or the bottom step of a staircase leading to the next habitable space or open air. 6.1.1

53
The fire escape route shall have a passage through doorway or hatches complying with 6.2 and shall 
have a passage way minimum width and height of 500 mm and shall not be obstructed by fixtures, fittings 
or furniture.

6.1.1

54 The distance to the nearest fire exit does not exceed the greater of: 6 m, or LH/2.5 (LH = length of hull). 6.1.1

55

The distance is measured in a horizontal plane, following along the escape route between the nearest part 
of the exit and the farthest:
- point where a person can stand (minimum height 1.6 m), or
- the midpoint of a bunk, whichever is greater.

6.1.1

56

In addition the fire escape route for enclose habitable space for sleeping shall have:
- its middle line passing not less than 500 mm from the centre of the closest burner/open flame device, or 
a distance measured along the middle line from cabin treshold to bottom of stair leading to the outside not 
less than 2 m.
- a fire detection device (acc. clause 5) installed between any open flame device and cabin exit along the 
distance of the escape route;
- a portable fire extinguisher located in the escape route prior reaching the appliance.
Alternatively or where these conditions do not met, a second fire escape route shall be provided.

6.1.1

57 Escape routes and exits must be described in the owner's manual, see Annex B. 6.1.1

58 Where there are two escape routes required only one can pass through, over or beside an engine 
compartment 6.1.2

59 No escape route shall pass directly over an open flame appliance or a radiated heat device. 6.1.3
60 If the requirements in 6.2.2 to 6.2.6 are fulfilled, an exit may be considered as a fire exit. 6.2.1
61 Any fire exit from a habitable space complies with following minimum clear opening:   --  --  --  --  
62 - 450 mm diameter for circular shape. 6.2.2

63 - 380 mm and 0,18 m² area for non-circular shapes. The dimension is large enough to allow for a circle 
with 380 mm can be inscribed to the opening, taking any restriction into account. 6.2.2

64 Fire exits are positioned in an unobstructed and readily accessible location. 6.2.3

65
Fire exits are capable of being opened without the use of tool from the inside and outside when unlocked. 
Port lights of sufficient size are exempted. Note: winch handles and similar equipment are considered as 
tools.

6.2.4

66
Deck hatches designated as fire exits shall have means to reach the upper foothold whose vertical 
distance shall not exceed 1,2 m (mattress being compressed). If footholds, ladders, steps etc.are provided 
to meet this requirement, they shall be permanently installed, only removable with tools.

6.2.5

67 If folding or deploying devices are installed, their stowage location shall be clearly indicated affixed by a 
label. Information for folding devices do comply with Annex B. 6.2.5

68 Fire exit openings that are critical for the watertightness shall comply to ISO 12216. 6.2.6

compliant: yes or                     not applicable: n.a.                    follow up on variation report: Rpt or X
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Manufacturer:  
Boat Model Name:  
Boat Model Year:  

Subject to check Clause Checked ?
69 Fire fighting equipment   --  --  --  --  

70 Craft with habitables spaces containing sleeping bunks shall be equiped with at least one portable fire 
extinguisher 5A/34B.

7.2

71

Habitables spaces containing cooking or heating appliance are equiped with following depending on the type 
of device according to Table 1:
- without open flame device: portable fire extinguisher 5A/34B or a fixed system;
- with open flame device: portable fire extinguisher 8A/68B or a fire blanket plus one portable fire 
extinguisher 5A/68B or a fixed system.

7.3

72 The engine compartment is protected according to Table 2 of the standard (P is the power rating of engine 
or engines combinde in kW)

7.4.1

73

Outboard engines:
P up to 25 kW: no extinguisher
P > 25 and < 220 kW: 1 portable extinguisher 34B
P > 220 kW: total B capacity of 0,3 x P

7.4.1

74
Petrol inboard engine:
- located in engine box above the deck: portable with fire port or fixed fire extinguishing system;
- located below deck: fixed fire extinguishing system.

7.4.1

75
Diesel engine compartment:
- net volume < 3,5 m³ or P < 120 kW: portable with fire port or fixed system;
- net volume > 3,3 m³ or P > 120 kW: fixed fire extinguishing system.

7.4.1

76 Fire ports are positioned for propperly discharge without opening the primary access and be marked; the 
OM shall comply with Annex B.

7.4.2

77
Fire ports shall be: sized to accept the nozzle, opanable for ready access for a complete discharge, sealed 
to the habitable space when closed and not in use and located that the required size of extinguisher can be 
operated.;

7.4.2.2

78 Fire ports is identified with "Fire port" or an appropriat pictogram which is noted in the OM. 7.4.2.2.
79 Portable fire extinguisher is marked in accordance to EN 3-7 and ISO 7156 or equivalent; 7.5.2.1

80 Portable fire extinguisher(s) are readily accessable in their designated positions (quickly and safety use 
under emergency conditions);

7.5.2.2

81 If the portable fire extinguisher is located in exposed positon to splashed or sprayed water, the nozzle and 
triggering device is shielded or the extinguisher is certified for marine use.

7.5.2.3

82 If portable extinguisher(s) is stored in a locker or other protected or enclosed space, the locker or the 
enclosed space door shall carry the appropriate symbol (clause 8.6).

7.5.2.4

83
In the space where it is discharged the extinguishing media shall not result in toxit concentrations. Media 
containing Halon 1211, 1301, 2402 and per-fluorocabons shall not be used. 7.5.2.5

84
Carbon dioxid extinguisher [CO2] is only located in habitable spaces where energized equipment is located 
(battery space, electric motor, etc) or flammable liquids are present (e.g. galley). 7.5.3

85 Any CO2 extinguisher has a maximum capacity of 2 kg. 7.5.3
86 Not more than one CO2 in each habitable space. 7.5.3

87
If a CO2 is provided a warning note is provided near the location of the extinguisher and a warning included 
in the OM. Craft without habitable space are exempted. 7.5.3

88 Location and capacity of portable fire extinguishers: a portable fire extinguisher is located:   --  --  --  --  
89 - within 2 m unobstructed distance from the main helm position; 7.5.4.1

90 - within 2 m from any permanently installed cooking and heating appliance or open-flame device, 
accessible in a event of fire of such a device/appliance;

7.5.4.1

91 - within 5 m unobstructed distance from the centre of a bunk, measured in horizontal plane; 7.5.4.1
92 - within 3 m from outboard engines or fire ports where required. 7.5.4.1

93 The capacity of portable fire extinguisher shall meet following, taken into account that one extinguisher may 
meet more than one requirement:

  --  --  --  --  

94 - at least one 5A/34B located within each 20 m² of habitable spaces; 7.5.4.2
95 - where habitable spaces are protected by a fixed system only one portable shall be provided; 7.5.4.2

compliant: yes or                     not applicable: n.a.                    follow up on variation report: Rpt or X
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Manufacturer:  
Boat Model Name:  
Boat Model Year:  

Subject to check Clause Checked ?
96 If a fixed fire extinguishing systems ("fixed systems") is installed: check all subclauses under 7.6   --  --  --  --  
97 The fixed system is an "approved system", see also Annex D. 7.6.2.1

98 Fixed system is suitable sized and installed according to manufacturer's instructions, including any 
requirement for dampers.

7.6.2.2

99
Fixed system uses a total flooding medium which is not used so that it results in toxic contentrations. Media 
containing Halon 1211, 1301, 2402 and per-fluorocarbons is not used. CO2 is not used for fixed fire systems 
on recreational craft.

7.6.2.3

100 Fixed system operation temperature is higher than 0°C. 7.6.2.4

101 If multiple fixed systems shall discharge simultaneously or each individual system shall be capable to protect 
the space.

7.6.2.5

102 Fixed ystem: a visual indication of discharge is located outside the protected space if cylinders are located 
inside or activation is automatic.

7.6.2.6

103 Fixed system using asphyxiant medium are not automatically activated. 7.6.3.1

104

Fixed system using asphyxiant medium is limited to space not intended for habitable purpose being 
separated from habitable space. No other permanent openings other than the following are allowed: 
connection to surrounding bilges, ventilation of engine compartment and supply of combustion air, openings 
for pipings and cables, openings for access that can be secured in the closed position.

7.6.3.1

105 A space with a fixed systems using asphyxiant medium shall have a separating structure being constructed 
to minimize the flow of medium into the habitable space.

7.6.3.2

106

Fixed system using asphyxiant medium at or above concentration harmful to health:
 - it shall be fitted with a shut-off valve, clearly indicating open and closed position, as close as possible to 
the gas bottle and distinct from activation system;
 - protected spaces large enough to be occupied by person, even occasionally, is equipped with visual and 
sound alarm prior to discharge.

7.6.3.3

107 Fixed system is securely fastened to craft structure to withstand motion, shock and vibration from normal 
operation conditions.

7.6.4.1

108 Cylinders, distribution lines and controls are located to comply with designated operation range while the 
craft is in service.

7.6.4.2

109 Cylinders are installed either inside or outside the space to be protected. 7.6.4.3

110
Cylinders containing CO2 are limited to spaces not intended for habitable use and are separated to habitable 
space. 7.6.4.3

111 Cylinders are mounted clear above anticipated bilge water level and surfaces which may accumulate water 
to minimize corrosion.

7.6.4.3

112 Cylinders are accessible for removal. Controls and dial are readily accessible. 7.6.4.4

112 If not intended to melt, non-metallic components of distribution lines including their fixtures do not melt or are 
protected.

7.6.4.5

113 Solder or brazing material used for metallic lines or fittings shall have a melting temperature of not less than 
600°C.

7.6.4.6

114 For automatic fixed system, a remote discharge indicator is installed clearly perceptibel from main helm 
position.

7.6.5.1

115
For fixed systems with manual release device, the release device is readily accessible and operable with 
maximum force of 100 N. A lable how to discharge the system is provided adjecent to the device. Accidental 
discharge is prevented by any means.

7.6.5.2

116 Fixed systems using gas to protect diesel engine space shall have a shut-down device, either manual or 
automatic, shutting down the engine before or during discharge or activation.

7.6.5.3

117 Fixed systems using gas: means is provided to ensure the minimum design contentration to extinguish the 
fire.

7.6.5.4

118

Fixed systems using gas: prior to or during system discharge, the manual and/or automatic shutdown of 
engines, generators, forced ventilation, or other permanent installed equipment shall be provided if those 
could comprise the level of extinguishing medium.
If equipment shutdown cannot be guaranteed to maintain the design concentration, shut-off dampers closing 
the ventilation ducts shall be installed.

7.6.5.4

compliant: yes or                     not applicable: n.a.                    follow up on variation report: Rpt or X
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Manufacturer:  
Boat Model Name:  
Boat Model Year:  

Subject to check Clause Checked ?

119 Shut-off dampers, where required in 7.6.5.4 are capable of being closed before or during the discharge to 
maintain the minimum media concentration.

7.6.5.5

120 Shut-off dampers of automatic fixed systems, where required in 7.6.5.4, shall be automatic. Manual fixed 
systems may use manual or automatic damper.

7.6.5.5

121 Automatic fixed systems having a single external power source shall have a means to indicate to the craft 
occupants that power supply is active shall be provided. 

7.6.5.6

122
Fire blanket: if required acc. to Table 1, it shall be accordance with EN 1869, fixed within reach of any open 
flame cooker or deep fat fryer, but not so located that it may be inaccessible in the event of a fire. The fire 
blanket is readily accessible and ready for immediate use.

7.7

123 Fire blanket: it shall be readily accessible and ready for immediate use. 7.7
124 Fire blanket: information shall comply with Annex B 7.7
125 Displayed information: the displayed information complies with clause 8. 8
126 The owner's manual contained the information and instruction according to Annex B. 9

Comments:

Date and Signature:

compliant: yes or                     not applicable: n.a.                    follow up on variation report: Rpt or X
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